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About This Game

There is one rule in the game. And it needs to be broken.
There is one goal. And when you attain it, you die.

Six sisters live in an apartment in the city. One by one their mother sends them on an errand to their grandmother, who is sick
and bedridden. The teenagers are instructed to go to grandmother's house deep in the forest and, by all means, to stay on the

path! Wolves are hiding in the woods, just waiting for little girls to stray.
But young women are not exactly known for their obedience, are they? Will they be able to resist the temptations of the forest?

Will they stay clear of danger? Can they prevent the ancient tale from being retold?
The Path is a game about growing, about changing, about making choices, about accepting the consequences of these choices.

A game about playing, and failing, about embracing life, perhaps by accepting death.

Key Features:
The Path is a short horror game inspired by older versions of Little Red Riding hood, set in modern day. The Path offers an

atmospheric experience of exploration, discovery and introspection through a unique form of gameplay, designed to immerse
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you deeply into its dark themes. Every interaction in the game expresses an aspect of the narrative. The six protagonists each
have their own age and personality and allow the player to live through the tale in different ways. Most of the story, however,

relies on your active imagination.
The Path is designed with accessibility in mind. There are no ticking clocks or monsters to defeat. No hard puzzles will ever

halt your progress. Most activities in the game are entirely optional and voluntary. The player has all the freedom in the world to
explore and experience.

While The Path does not contain any graphic violence or sexuality, it does allude to these themes. The overall melancholy mood
of the game and the potentially unsettling course of events, make The Path unsuitable for children. Despite of its origins in

fairy tales, The Path is decidedly a game for the mature mind.
The game features a complete realtime 3D environment that can be explored through third person navigation. The characters

in this virtual world, including the player's avatars, are governed by a form of artificial intelligence that gives them some
autonomy. As a result, nobody knows exactly what you will encounter on your journeys.

Next to the multi-layered stylized graphics, The Path features a continuous soundtrack composed by goth rock diva Jarboe (ex-
Swans). In fact, there are hardly any sound effects in the game. Instead the music is continuously changing according to what is

happening in the game. Like the behaviours of the characters, the music too is never exactly the same twice.
For a satisfying experience, it takes about 6 hours to complete the game.
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Tale of Tales
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Tale of Tales
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If you get easily salty cos of bad game mechanics then you shouldn't play this game.
In general I'd suggest everyone to play this game with a walkthrough of it, so everytime when you get stuck you can check the
walkthrough and progress further in the game. I play a lot of detective games and I got stuck a lot of times in this game, cos
sometimes you literally have to find a bunch of hair somewhere which you can super easily overlook.
And if you reach the point in the game where you have to sneak past a guard and the guard dog: SAVE IMMEDIATELY!
Because if you fail to sneak past them, the investigation is over and you have to re-load a save. Since this game does not have
autosave, it has happened to me that I forgot to save for quite a while, got caught by the guards and lost progress of almost an
hour.
And if you reach the point where you're in a forest which is kind of like a maze: SAVE IMMEDIATELY AGAIN! Because the
same thing will happen again if you fail this mission.

Some of the puzzles did not make any sense to me, even with the help of the walkthrough. And the story can get super confusing
at one point cos it's connected with so many side stories and I gotta admit that I lost track of what was happening halfway
through the game. Still played it until the end cos I wanted to know who the murderer was.

All in all the game wasn't bad. Some mechanics were weird, some puzzles didn't make sense and the story is confusing but it still
was an experience and fun to play through it. I'd say buy it when it's on sale so you won't regret spending the whole amount on it
(let's be honest, the price is too high).
You can finish it within 8-10 hours.. I would happily pay for this game to not show up in my library.. Love it, it's amazing. Now
please buy it so we can play online together.. I give the game a 7\/10. I found the game to be repetitve at some points and the
way you have to back and forth to other characters in quite annoying. If you take a break from the game, even for a day or two,
it is hard to get back on track and find where you left of. The game is overall good but there are some aspects that I would
change.. 4,5\/5
Very cool table, a fresh varation of the original Black Belt.
The old master gives you advices or taunts you and the goal is to gradually pass your differents belts.
Objectives are clear with nice, and sometimes, speedy loops which will give you millions of points, very rewarding...
Multiball is quite easy to lit and skill shot needs time but then is easily doable.
All differents modes (challenge, survivor, lamp hunter...etc) are very fun to play on too.
The DMD could use more funny animations to be considerate as a real existing pinball but nonetheless, I highly recommend this
table.. I've played ton's of VN's, Don't always write reviews on them.. just the one's that stand out the extra mile! Strawberry
Vinegar was cute all the way through! I try to limit my screen shots to a limited amount per game but unfortunately with this one
I just couldn't stop.. the food in this game looked SO GOOD!! Beautiful game, beautiful artwork, a decent story,
really hard not to like it & rate it up! :)

I love cooking & with this, I was just too excited to see what meal would come up next.. I even had to find real recipes online
for some and make them myself at home to enjoy. Opened up a totally new dinner menu for me this month ;) <3. first thoughts.

1. good controls interface.
2. the eat, drink bars go down a tad to quick , feels like you constanly doing both most of the time.
3. good sounds, graphics , for this type of game.
4. needs small compass at top page very easy to go over were you been a lot.
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5.survived my 1st winter yeeeeeeeahhhhh. im a prepper ! boom.
5. more updates , later on . but for now , a nice little game . cheers.

tip. could you add a red symbol for your headquarter on the map please.

  hard to find in a huge city.

  also there no warning when the bear attacks you he just jumps on you . (add bear sounds)

  maybe add wolves just at night ? (faster than bears )

  should least see him coming at least.

things maybe to add - icid rain , standstorms - (random times)

 snakes , rats , (poisonous ) bear traps.

antibiotics , to combat poison.

weapons - rifle, knife , bullets.
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Like many other reviewers, I picked up this game because I enjoyed Himalaya Studios' other adventure games (which are free
to download) and wanted to support them. Though I don't like Al Emmo as much as their free games, it's still pretty good quality
and is decently long by adventure game standards.

The gameplay is what you'd expect from a Sierra-style adventure game. You walk around a large world full of many different
areas, collect items, talk to people, and solve puzzles. The game isn't as hard as the early 90s Sierra games (constant death won't
be an issue) but some of the puzzles weren't explained quite well enough for me to figure them out. I might just be bad at
puzzles, though, and your mileage may vary. The interface left a little to be desired-- to cycle through the different mouse icons,
you have to right click, and with the amount of icons there are, this gets annoying quickly. I would've liked the ability to use the
scroll wheel to cycle through them, but it's not too bad. I also wish the game better explained its controls-- you can double-click
to make Al Emmo run, but I didn't know that until the last few minutes of the game.

The graphics are a bit of a mixed bag in my opinion. Character animations are made using pre-rendered 3D models, which don't
look too great. On the other hand, the 2D assets are all quite good. The area backgrounds and comic-book style cutscenes in
particular stand out as exceedingly beautiful. These were all clearly meticulously crafted and it's really amazing and fun to walk
through the game's many areas. It's a little disappointing that they aren't a higher resolution, but with the game's budget, and the
fact that it was made with the AGS engine in 2006, I can understand why the decision was made.

The writing is also a mixed bag for me. Though the voices are pretty great, the writing is a little spotty. Sometimes the dialogue
comes off as awkward or unrealistic; if you've played Himalaya Studios' free King's Quest 2 remake, it's pretty similar to that
level of quality. The script is, of course, intended to be mostly comedic with some light story to keep the game moving along.
The game's comedy relies a lot on sexual humor, which isn't really my style, but that's a matter of personal taste. A lot of the
humor also breaks the fourth wall, which can be funny, but also sometimes gets a bit too heavy handed and ends up being
awkward.

I've been saying a lot of negative, but there's a lot to love about the game too! Beyond the beautiful graphics, the game is
meticulously detailed. Since you can click just about anywhere, everything can be interacted with, and there are some fun (and
funny) combinations to find if you try to put your hands (or your items) in unorthodox places. There are a lot of unique
animations to find as well! Trying to click on everything is a must in this type of game. Hours of fun can be had seeing all the
game has to offer!

Overall, Al Emmo is a decent-to-good game. It's not the best when it comes to this style of adventure game, but it's certainly
worth the price. If you enjoy Himalaya Studios' free games, I'd highly recommend this.. VEEERRRYYYY simple sudoku
game, as you can see in the store screenshots. Is it worth AU$1.50... naaaaaahhhhhhhh. Civ 5 is a thrilling game that is very
addicting. I love the game's mechanics but the game can have FPS dips when loading the other player's action. Hard game, but
very entertaining.. A series of short mazes with totally nonthreatening 'weeping angels' type enemies. It is very good that they
are nonthreatening, because otherwise it would probably just be very frustrating. The flashlight simply does not work, it puts
some distracting\/nauseating curves on the ground at your feet but does not actually illuminate the environment at all. Very short
(<20 minutes).

Terrible performance, never makes 90fps with my 980ti, i7, 16GB RAM. I would call out the minimum\/recommended specs
being totally wrong, but most likely simply nothing could actually run this. Also most likely it could be fairly easily fixed, if the
devs weren't MIA.

This is one of the few VR games to genuinely make me sick, playing it the first time with motion smoothing turned on. I had to
turn off smoothing and just suffer with the terrible FPS to get through it, and there wasn't anything exceptional to make it worth
the trouble. Do not buy, even at a dollar or less. Do not play if\/when it goes free, unless they fix it.. well you have 10 seconds
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